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Investigation of Lifetime-Limiting Defects After
High-Temperature Phosphorus Diffusion in
High-Iron-Content Multicrystalline Silicon
David P. Fenning, Annika S. Zuschlag, Jasmin Hofstetter, Alexander Frey, Mariana I. Bertoni, Giso Hahn,
and Tonio Buonassisi

Abstract—Phosphorus diffusion gettering of multicrystalline
silicon solar cell materials generally fails to produce material
with minority-carrier lifetimes that approach that of gettered
monocrystalline wafers, due largely to higher levels of contamination with metal impurities and a higher density of structural defects. Higher gettering temperatures should speed the dissolution
of precipitated metals by increasing their diffusivity and solubility
in the bulk, potentially allowing for improved gettering. In this paper, we investigate the impact of gettering at higher temperatures
on low-purity multicrystalline samples. To analyze the gettering
response, we measure the spatially resolved lifetime and interstitial iron concentration by microwave photoconductance decay and
photoluminescence imaging, and the structural defect density by
Sopori etching and large-area automated quantiﬁcation. Higher
temperature phosphorus diffusion gettering is seen to improve
metal-limited multicrystalline materials dramatically, especially in
areas of low etch pit density. In areas of high as-grown dislocation
density in the multicrystalline materials, it appears that higher
temperature phosphorus diffusion gettering reduces the etch pit
density, but leaves higher local concentrations of interstitial iron,
which degrade lifetime.
Index Terms—Dislocation density, iron gettering, minoritycarrier lifetime, phosphorus diffusion, silicon solar cells.

I. INTRODUCTION
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HOSPHORUS diffusion gettering (PDG) of metal impurities is a kinetically limited process in multicrystalline
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silicon (mc-Si) because the high contamination levels in mcSi generally exceed the solid solubility at process temperatures [1], [2]. While there are many demands on a phosphorus
diffusion proﬁle designed for a high-performance emitter [3],
such as achieving a low emitter saturation current, high Vo c ,
and good blue response, iron typically dominates the minoritycharge carrier lifetime in the bulk in p-type mc-Si [4]. Current
PDG of contaminated mc-Si solar cell materials generally fails
to remove signiﬁcant amounts of precipitated iron [5] and produces material with minority-carrier lifetimes that do not approach that of phosphorus-diffused monocrystalline wafers [6].
Because of the Arrhenius relationship of impurity diffusivity
and solubility, higher gettering temperatures should markedly
accelerate dissolution of precipitated metals [7]. Recently, conﬁrmation of the improved gettering of precipitated metals
at higher temperature has been found by synchrotron-based
X-ray ﬂuorescence microscopy [8], [9]. However, in the literature, mixed lifetime results have been seen when performing
PDG at higher temperatures. For example, Ballif et al. [10]
saw lifetime degradation using gettering temperatures above
about 875◦ C in material from the very bottom of a p-type cast
multi ingot, suggesting that a high dislocation density and dissolving precipitates could be responsible for the increased recombination activity. An order of magnitude higher interstitial
iron concentration was seen after diffusion at 950◦ C compared
with a 830◦ C diffusion. Alternatively, Möller et al. [11]–[13]
and Macdonald and Cuevas [14] point to the impact of oxygen precipitates, dislocation decoration with metals, and a rise
in dislocation density during annealing to account for lower
lifetimes after higher temperature processing. Franke [15] also
found a higher dislocation density with higher temperature diffusions in Czochralski (Cz) material. On the other hand, Peters
et al. [16] showed that millisecond lifetimes could be maintained in ﬂoat-zone silicon, even with fast ramping rates of
roughly 100 K/s using rapid thermal processing, indicating that
the existing defects in multicrystalline and Cz materials cause
degradation. In this paper, we investigate the impact and limitations of gettering at higher temperatures in high-iron mcSi, applying detailed microcharacterization to assess potential lifetime-limiting defects, speciﬁcally interstitial iron and
dislocations.
II. METHODS
Seven adjacent wafers along the ingot height (sister wafers)
were selected from the top (≈90% ingot height) of a
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TABLE I
SQUARE-ROOT-WEIGHTED HARMONIC MEAN LIFETIME AND AREA FRACTION WITH ETCH PIT DENSITY > 10 6 CM−2

Fig. 1. Photoluminescence images are shown in the ﬁrst row as a function of sample gettering conditions. Samples are ≈ 5×5 cm2 . Quantiﬁed EPD maps after
a 30-s Sopori etch are shown in the second row.

boron-doped mc-Si ingot intentionally contaminated with 20
ppma Fe. Details on the metal concentration in this ingot can
be found in [17]. The total Fe concentration in these wafers is
about 1015 atoms/cm3 . Such high iron concentrations can be
found readily in the edge regions of cast multicrystalline ingots [18] that do not use a high-purity crucible and coating [19].
After saw-damage etching and cleaning, the as-grown density
of structural defects was measured by performing a 30-s Sopori
etch [20] on one of the wafers followed by optical scanning
using a ﬂatbed scanner and automated etch pit counting [21].
Single-step phosphorus diffusions were carried out on three
sister wafers at different gettering temperatures, namely 820◦ C,
870◦ C, and 920◦ C. Three additional sister samples had twostep gettering processes: one was annealed at 920◦ C in nitrogen prior to 820◦ C POCl3 deposition and gettering (designated
920◦ C N2 + 820◦ C), the second was gettered at 920◦ C followed
by cooling of several ◦ C/min within the furnace to 600◦ C and
a low-temperature anneal at 600◦ C for 60 min (920◦ C + LTA),
while the third was P-diffused at 920◦ C, etched off, and Pdiffused again at 820◦ C (920◦ C + 820◦ C). The duration of each
P-diffusion step (deposition + drive-in) was about an hour in
each case, except the 920◦ C N2 + 820◦ C where the P-diffusion
was shorter (≈45 min). The resulting emitter sheet resistances
are listed in Table I.
After the gettering steps were completed, the emitter was
etched off in preparation for photoluminescence imaging (PLI)
and microwave photoconductance decay (μ-PCD) lifetime
measurements. Finally, defect etching and full-area etch pit
density (EPD) quantiﬁcation was performed on all gettered
samples.

III. RESULTS
A. Lifetime Impact of One- and Two-Step
High-Temperature Gettering
Photoluminescence images of all gettered samples are shown
in the top row of Fig. 1 with all images scaled to the same
limits. The sample surfaces were passivated with quinhydrone
methanol [22] for the measurement.
One can see immediately from the PLI of the 820◦ C, 870◦ C,
and 920◦ C single-step gettering samples shown on the top left
that the band-to-band photoluminescence signal, and, by proxy,
the bulk lifetime, is strongly inﬂuenced by the peak phosphorus
diffusion temperature, as reported previously [9]. The 870◦ C and
920◦ C processes result in signiﬁcantly enhanced signal across
much of the sample area. This observation is supported by the
PLI of the two-step processes as well. The two samples gettered
with their phosphorus diffusion conducted at 920◦ C, on the
far right of Fig. 1, show strongly improved lifetime over the
920◦ C N2 + 820◦ C sample phosphorus diffused at 820◦ C.
The local response to higher gettering temperatures within
each sample, however, is seen to be strongly dependent on the
local structural defect density. Comparing the PLI in Fig. 1
with the EPD maps below reveals that regions of low structural
defect density show excellent response to the higher temperature
gettering step. However, the heavily dislocated region in the
upper right of the samples, for example, degrades somewhat
during the single-step 920◦ C process. The dislocation density
is known to play a crucial role in determining the gettering
response with improved gettering often seen in areas of low
dislocation density [4], [23]–[25].
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Fig. 2. Lifetime histograms from ~-PCD measurements after gettering. A
high-lifetime tail develops in the lifetin1e distribution by moving to higher
phosphorus diffusion temperatures in single-step processes, but by 920°C, this
lifetime improvement begins to be offset by degradation in other areas of the
sample. The highest lifetimes come from two-step processes wbere a 9200C
P-diffusion step is foUowed by a lower temperature P-diffusion step or a lowtemperature am1eal.
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Adding a lower temperature step after a 920oC phosphorus
diffusion improves lifetime significantly. Comparing the PLI of
the single-step 920°C sample with the two rightmost samples
phosphorus diffused at 920°C but with lower temperature secondary steps reveals that essentially aU areas respond positively
to a bigh-temperatw·e phosphorus diffusion followed by a lower
temperature process.
Quantitative spatially resolved lifetime measurements on aU
samples were obtai ned before PLI by Jt-PCD Lifetime measurements with the samples passivated with iodine-ethanol. Spatially resolved lifetimes in the as-grown sample were below 2!tS
(not shown). The lifetime histograms from the spatially resolved
measurement for the gettered samples are shown in Fig. 2, and
the square-root-weighted harmonic mean Lifetime for each sample, calculated as vTov
~ = nli; y'T1
~ . wh.ich is proportional to the
harmonic mean minority-carrier diffusion length and a strong
predictor of cell performance [26]- [28], is reported in Table I.
After geltering at the baseline temperature of 820°C, the Lifetime is tightly distributed with a calculated average of 9.6 JLS,
as seen in Fig. 2 (upward triangles) and in Table I. Tbe
920oCN2 + 820oC improves the average l.i fetime to 14.7 Ji-S,
while maintaining a relatively tight distribution (circles). By
increasing the phosphorus diffusion temperature to 870°C, the
majority of the lifetime distribution shifts to higher values with
a high-lifetime tail developing (downward triangles). Compared
with the 820oC sample, the average lifetime of the 870oC sample almost doubles to 17.0 JLS. From comparison with the PLI
in Fig. 1, it is clear tl1at this high-lifetime tail comes from the
large-grain areas of low dislocation density. Moving to a 920oC
diffusion produces primarily an increase in variation in Lifetime
across the sample (diamonds). The high-I ifeti me tail is extended
with values reaching 70 ItS, but a significant fraction of the
wafer degrades with respect to the 870oC Lifetime disttibution,
falling below 15 Jl-S. In comparison with the 870oC PDG, the

Fig. 3. Iron imaging of the 9200C 8200C sample by pbotoconductancecalibrated photoluminescence reveals high local interstitial iron concentration
remaining after gettering in the vicinity of structural defects.

square-root-weighted harmonic root mean lifetime after 920oC
PDG falls to 14.2!tS.
Significant increases in the lifetime distribution are seen by
adding a lower temperature step after a 920oC PDG. Both the
addition of a low-temperature anneal at 600 oc (22.2 JLS average)
or an etched off and PDG at 820oC (23.4 Jl-S average) produce
superior lifetime response.
B. Interstitial Iron Imaging After Gettering

To better understand the effects of the two-step gettering
processes, interstitial iron imaging was performed at low-level
injection by the iron~oron pair dissociation method [29] on the
highest lifetime sample, the920oC + 820oC sample. Only in this
san1ple did the injection level under laser iUumination easily
surpass the onset of trapping at about Lln = 4 x 1014 cm- 3 ,
allowing for an appropriate calibration of the PLI signal in the
injection regime above trapping following the approach taken
by Herlufsen et al. [30]. The error in the calibration is estimated
to be less than 20%. Iron imaging of the other samples were
not possible to calibrate but support the results described next
qualitative!y.
The calibrated interstitial iron concentration measurement,
shown in Fig. 3, provides some insight into the defects underlying the observed Lifetime distributions after these alternative getteri11g processes. By comparison with Fig. 1, it appears that the interstitial iron concentration is especially high
near most all regions containi11g structural defects, both grain
boundaries and dislocation clusters, contributing to the low local
lifetimes. On the other band, we can see that the intragranular
regions of the larger graiJlS show low interstitial iron concentrations (2- 3 x 10 10 cm- 3 ) and consequently higher PL signal. The
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Fig. 4. Histograms of !he EPD shown on a log scale. The as-grown distribution
is bimodal, with a large number of pixels at the lower limit of the measurement
in U1e large grain, largely dislocation-free areas, but a significant fraction of
the wafer contains a high density of etch pits(> 106 cm2 ). Gettering is seen
to reduce the frequency of the highest-density areas, while also increasing the
fraction of low-density areas. The reduction is monotonic with the phosphorus
diffusion temperatures of 820°C, 8700C, and 920°C.

implications of tl1is heterogeneous interstitial iron distribution
will be discussed below.

C. Etch Pit Density Reduction During P-Diffusion Gettering
It is interesting to note from the scanner etch pit images of
Fig. 1 that the EPD decreases as the PDG temperature increases
from 820°C to 920°C. The distributions of the EPD in the samples are extracted from the scanner etch pit images of Fig. 1 and
plotted in Fig. 4. The upper bound on the observable EPD was
limited to ~ 3 x 106 cm2 by the size of the etch pits. The asgrown, 820°C, 870°C, 920°C, and 920oC N2 + 820oC samples
were etched at the same time to minimize variation. Scanner
images were calibrated to a 2 x ] cm2 optical micrograph of
one of the samples. The 920oC + 820oC and 920oC + LTA samples were processed later to add to the dataset and were etched
together. A new calibration for these two samples resulted in
insignificant differences in the etch pit distribution compared
with the calibration used for the other samples, and so the migina! calibration was used for aU samples in Fig. 4. Because a!J
samples were etched prior to diffusion and then again to remove
the emitter, the surfaces were effectively chemically polished,
reducing false positives in defect detection [2 1].
The as-grown distribution is largely bimodal, with a significant fraction of the wafer containing < 105 cm- 2 and another
significant portion containing > 106 em- 2 . Gettering at 820oC
increases the frequency below l OS cm- 2 and decreases the frequency of areas containing etch pit densities above> 106 cm- 2 .
The EPD distribution of the 920oCN2 + 820oC sample is similar to the 8200C standard PDG sample. Higher temperature PDG
at 870oC and 920oC monotonically reduces the frequency of the
most-heavily pitted areas while increasing the area fraction with
few or no pits.

The area fraction in each sample with EPD > 106 cm- 2 is
reported in Table I, along with a calculation of the percent
reduction in area with high EPD with respect to the as-grown
sample. The decrease in high-density(> 106 cm- 2 ) area fraction
in the samples with phosphoms diffusion at 920oC sample is
dramatic, with 55%,6 1%, and 68% reduction with respect to the
as-grown sample for the 920°C + 820°C, 920°C, and 920°C +
LTA samples, respecti vely.
To further investigate the wafer-level EPD, 20x optical micrographs were taken in the region from the center right of
the wafers that showed areas of both high and low EPD. Fig. 5
shows a portion of the micrographs, with dark areas corresponding to areas of high EPD. The scale bar is 1 mm. Inspection of
the images reveals a significant reduction in EPD for all gettered samples with respect to the as-grown sample (which is
homogeneously a slightly darker colo r because of larger s urface
roughness).
In agreement with tbe results from the scanner images, tl1e
most notable reductions in EPD occur for the higher temperature phosphorus diffusions, includi11g the 870oC sample shown
in Fig. 5(c), but especially for tbe samples with phosphoms diffusions occurring at 920°C, seen in Fig. 5(d), (1), and (g). Comparing the micrographs of the samples that received a 920oC
phosphotus diffusion to the as-grown sample reveals a striking decrease in EPD.lmportantJy, the etch pit distribution in the
920oC N2 + 820oC sample seen in Fig. 5(e) appears much more
similar to Fig. 5(b) the 820°C sample than Fig. 5(d) the 920°C.

IV. DISCUSSION
A. Remaining Spatial Nonunifomtities in lifetime Response:
Interactions Between Dislocations and Metal Impurities

In a previous stud y on additional samples from the same ingots and ingot heights, the higher 8700C and 920oC P-diffusion
temperatures were found to significantl y reduce the size of ironrich precipitates compared with the baseline 820oC phosphorus diffusion temperatures [9]. At higher phosphorus gettering
temperatures, more precipitated iron is dissolved and becomes
getterable interstitials.
It appears from Fig. 3 that even after 920oC phosphotus diffusion followed by an 820oC diffusion process, there remains a
significant an1ount of iron decorating the structural defects that
serves as sources for interstitial injection into the bulk. Some
of this iron remains interstitial at the end of the process, having
diffused from the structural defects into the surrounding region
during processing [3 1]. The high structural defect density and
high interstitial iron concentration lead to low lifetimes after
gettering in such regions of the wafer.
While quantitative results were not achieved in iron imaging
of the 920°C sample because of trapping effects (not shown), a
similarly high local interstitial iron concentration appears to be
the cause for degradation in regions rich with structural defects,
resulting in tl1e lower average Lifetime compared with the 870°C
sample despite a much higher lifetime tail.
Adding a lower temperature step after the 920oC phosphorus diffusion appears crucial to ensuring that this mobile, but
e lectronically detrimental, interstitial population is red uced to
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Fig. 5. Optical micrographs of the EPD show a strong correlation with phosphorus diffusion temperature. (a) As-grown. (b) 820◦ C. (c) 870◦ C. (d) 920◦ C.
(e) 920◦ C N2 + 820◦ C. (f) 920◦ C + LTA. (g) 920◦ C + 820◦ C. Notably, the 920◦ C N2 + 820◦ C appears more similar to the 820◦ C sample than the samples
phosphorus-diffused at 920◦ C. Scale bar is 1 mm.

moderate levels before the end of processing, allowing for the
highest lifetimes to be achieved in the two-step 920◦ C PDG
processes. Coupling a higher temperature gettering with a lower
temperature step is critical, as precipitates remain sources for
interstitial injection into the bulk throughout the gettering process and even during ﬁring, the last high-temperature step of the
solar cell process.

areas rich with metal impurities and structural defects [29], [35].
During gettering, these precipitates act as semi-inﬁnite sources
for metal point defects, poisoning the local area [31]. In contrast,
the worst as-grown areas are dominated by high metal pointdefect concentrations, because of a paucity of available nucleation sites. In summary, when lifetime contrast between areas
with structural defects and the intragranular bulk reverses after standard gettering, higher temperature phosphorus diffusion
may prove useful because the material is likely metal limited.

B. When to Apply Higher Gettering Temperatures
Overall, the mixed performance even within the same material
in response to higher temperature processing demands caution.
During gettering, the extraction of interstitial iron is effective in
intragranular regions with low structural defect density. Thus,
in iron-contaminated materials, areas of lower structural defect
density that show poor lifetimes in the as-grown material may
lead to the highest gettered lifetimes: a reversal is seen in the
lifetime contrast across structural defects, save immediately at
the defect itself where recombination remains high. This appears
to be the case with the heavily Fe-contaminated samples examined here, where one observes that the low as-grown lifetime
intragranular regions become the highest gettered lifetime regions after a standard diffusion (cf., lifetime maps in [9] for full
comparison). These regions are largely devoid of dislocations
or other structural defects that impede gettering [32], demonstrated by dislocation etching and imaging seen in Fig. 1. The
lifetime contrast reversal seen here at structural defects in this
iron-contaminated mc-Si does not occur, for example, in a study
of metal gettering by Bentzen et al. in higher quality starting
materials [33]. There, the poorest as-grown regions remained
the worst areas after gettering.
The presence of higher lifetime denuded zones around structural defects in the as-grown material (see, e.g., [34]) is a potential metric to determine whether higher temperature diffusion will be beneﬁcial. When metals are the principal lifetimelimiting defect in as-grown materials, nucleation and precipitate
growth during cooldown from crystallization leads to internal
gettering near structural defects, generating higher lifetimes in

C. Possible Mechanisms for Change in Etch Pit Density
In the following, it is important to consider whether the EPD
corresponds well to the dislocation density. EPD reduction at
these relatively low temperatures (below 1000◦ C) has been observed before by Choi et al. [36] during annealing of mc-Si
blocks in the presence of a gettering layer, but here we use
standard-thickness wafers.
The ﬁrst obvious explanation for a change in EPD is that the
effect of the defect etch changes with metal–precipitate decoration, perhaps via a Fermi energy pinning effect. It is also
possible that phosphorus pipe-diffusion along dislocations during the annealing inﬂuenced defect-etching by altering the local
Fermi level. However, these hypotheses are not easy to reconcile with the observation that regions of high EPD remain in
all samples. Presumably, if some processing variables were to
affect dislocation etching, it would affect all uniformly, which
is not our observation. Choi et al. [36] also found that the EPD
measured for a Secco etch chemistry was the same within experimental error as that found for a Sopori etch chemistry, despite
the different etch mechanisms and different energy levels in
solution with respect to the Fermi level at the surface.
Furthermore, the sister samples are not perfect controls—
the crystal structure changes slightly between each sample—
and so care should be taken in interpreting the differences in
EPD. The samples order from bottom to top in the ingot was
920◦ C + LTA, as-grown, 820◦ C, 870◦ C, 920◦ C, 920◦ C N2 +
820◦ C, and 920◦ C + 820◦ C. The fact that the EPD reduction
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in the 920◦ C N2 + 820◦ C sample does not continue the trends
seen when moving up the ingot, but instead closely resembles the
820◦ C sample (see Fig. 4), suggests that an overall trend along
the ingot height such as metal contamination level cannot
explain the differences in EPD distributions after gettering.
Likewise, all samples with a phosphorus diffusion at 920◦ C
(the 920◦ C + LTA, 920◦ C, and 920◦ C + 820◦ C samples) show
similar EPD histograms (see Fig. 4) and optical micrographs
(see Fig. 5). Apparently, it is the temperature of phosphorus
diffusion, rather than the annealing temperature that drives the
EPD reduction.
For completeness, we should consider possible mechanisms
of long-range dislocation motion that could explain the differences in EPD. Large differences are seen in the etch pit
structures between the samples, beyond the simple reduction
in number of etch pits (see Fig. 5). Typically, it is considered
that homologous temperatures (T/Tm elting ) of 0.8 are required
for dislocation climb to occur in silicon, and polygonization
and dislocation recovery above these temperatures has been
observed in mc-Si [37]. Given that we are operating well below even 1000 ◦ C, the signiﬁcant etch pit redistribution here
at phosphorus diffusion temperatures (0.58 < T /Tm < 0.65) is
surprising. Speculative mechanisms for the signiﬁcant changes
in the etch pit distribution include:
1) Dislocation motion enhanced by the nonequilibrium injection of Si point defects during phosphorus diffusion.
As mentioned previously, large EPD reduction was observed in thick slabs (5 mm) of mc-Si during phosphorus diffusion by Choi et al. [36], indicating that some
other mechanism is active other than, or in addition to,
intrinsic point defects to enhance the apparent dislocation
motion.
2) A possible reversal of the typical solute-drag effect of dislocations as postulated in [36]. Normally, impurity atoms
in solution decorate the dislocation because of the energetically favorable position in the strain ﬁeld. Dislocation
motion is generally slowed by the drag imposed by these
solute atoms. However, if during phosphorus diffusion the
segregation effect of the gettering layer produces a strong
driving force for a net unidirectional ﬂux of impurities to
the surface layer, then the impurity atoms collectively may
impose a net directional “drag” force act on the dislocation. Such solute-drag reversal has been seen in kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations where dislocations moving in a
strain ﬁeld move initially in the direction of nearby impurities [38].
3) The dissolution at high temperature of precipitates decorating the dislocations may unpin the dislocations, allowing the dislocations to move and annihilate. The removal
of obstacles pinning dislocations has been previously suggested as a pathway for dislocation recovery based on
in-situ TEM observations in metals [39].
The possibility of dislocation motion at phosphorus diffusion
temperatures warrants further investigation. It is plausible that
this effect is simply an artifact of the etching process caused by
the change of dislocation metal decoration. Furthermore, conﬁrmation of dislocation-density reduction rather than merely EPD

reduction is needed, perhaps by photoluminescence measurement of dislocation lines. Unfortunately, the dislocation density
in these samples exceeded quantiﬁable limits when measured
by synchrotron-based X-ray topography.

V. CONCLUSION
Improving lifetime over the entire mc-Si ingot requires an
understanding of performance-limiting defects and the development of tailored material-speciﬁc defect-engineering approaches. Iron-contaminated materials studied here show strong
lifetime improvement with higher gettering temperatures, especially in areas of low dislocation density. Synchrotron-based
μ-XRF measurements [9] in samples originating from the same
ingot heights as those used here reveal that gettering of precipitated iron improves at these higher temperatures. Coupling
higher temperature gettering processes with subsequent lower
temperature steps, to avoid degradation because of a highremaining interstitial impurity concentration, captures the beneﬁt of higher temperature processing that dissolves and getters
a higher fraction of the precipitated impurity concentration. As
an example, we show here that subsequent low-temperature annealing is effective at further improving lifetime. Alternatively,
lower temperature P-diffusion following a high-temperature Pdiffusion step produces yet further lifetime beneﬁts, leaving a
moderate interstitial iron concentration. Throughput aside, the
best performing sample resulted from a sacriﬁcial 920◦ C Pdiffusion targeting impurity-precipitate dissolution, followed by
a separate 820◦ C P-diffusion that lowers ﬁnal impurity pointdefect concentration.
In the most heavily dislocated areas, low lifetimes remain after gettering despite a decrease in the local EPD after P-diffusion
at higher temperatures. The reduction in EPD trends monotonically with the P-diffusion temperature, suggesting some interaction with metal gettering, and is most notable in samples
with 920◦ C P-diffusion. Conﬁrmation that this EPD reduction
is correlated with dislocation density reduction is still required.
To minimize thermal budgets, higher diffusion temperatures
should only be applied when necessary, i.e., to regions of material with high concentrations of iron-rich precipitates, and
must be veriﬁed on the solar cell level. In multicrystalline materials, a reversal in the lifetime contrast between defect-free
and defect-rich areas after gettering may be a good indicator
of metal-limited material that can be assumed to respond positively to higher gettering temperatures. A process tradeoff can
then be determined between improved average lifetime and lifetime variation across the wafer to optimize the cell efﬁciency
distribution.
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